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Optical properties of nanostructuredmaterials, isolated nanoparticles, and structures composed of bothmetals and semiconductors
are broadly discussed. Fundamentals of the origin of surface plasmons as well as the surface plasmon resonance sensing are
described and documented on a number of examples. Localized plasmon sensing and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy are
subjected to special interest since those techniques are inherently associated with the direct application of plasmonic structures.The
possibility of tailoring the optical properties of ultra-thinmetal layers via controlling their shape andmorphology by postdeposition
annealing is documented. Special attention is paid to the contribution of bimetallic particles and layers as well as metal structures
encapsulated in semiconductors and dielectrics to the optical response. The opportunity to tune the properties of materials over
a large scale of values opens up entirely new application possibilities of optical active structures. The nature of surface plasmons
predetermines noble metal nanostructures to be promising great materials for development of modern label-free sensing methods
based on plasmon resonance—SPR and LSPR sensing.

1. Introduction

The crucial influence of the fine structure of materials
on various mechanical, magnetic, and electronic properties
was recognized at the end of 19th century. This line of
thought seems to start with the pioneering work on the
mechanical properties of iron alloys. These studies led to
the conclusion that fine-scale microstructure retained after
allotropic transformation of iron alloys gives martensite its
hardness. The discovery of precipitation hardening in 1906
was the first observation suggesting that the correlation
between microstructure and properties (originally proposed
for ferrous alloys only) applies to nonferrous materials as
well. Numerous observations in the subsequent years sub-
stantiated and generalized this view and led to the classi-
fication of the properties of solids with different types of
chemical bonding into microstructure-sensitive and non-
microstructure-sensitive ones. The physical understanding
of the mechanisms by which ultrafine microstructures affect
the properties of solids received a remarkable boost after the
advent of the theory of lattice defects and the availability

of new high-resolution characterization techniques such
as electron and field ion microscopy. Both developments
helped to elucidate the physical basis for understanding the
correlation between the structure-sensitive properties and
the microstructure of solids. Second period of developments
in the area of nanomaterials started, when it was recognized
that modification of the structure leads to generation of new
atomic and electronic structures in the solids [1].

Bulk noble metals are known for their high thermal and
electrical conductivity, specific mechanical properties, and
high reflectivity of incident radiation. These properties are
caused by their crystalline structure and presence of delo-
calized electrons—existence of electron gas. With decreasing
thicknesses of metal films, new properties of the material can
be observed. Optical properties are no exception, and a great
shift can be seen in the appearance of a material of the same
composition but different nanostructure. For example bulk
gold is known as a shiny, yellow noble metal that does not
tarnish. Smooth, thin films of the same metal appear opaque,
and nanostructured surface coveredwith gold islands appears
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Figure 1: (a) Fluorescence of CdSe-CdS core-shell nanoparticles
with a diameter of 1.7 nm (blue) up to 6 nm (red). (b) Size
dependence of gold colloid optical absorption properties [2, 3].

transparent with color changing from blue to red or even
green depending on the structure size. Thus we can say
that simply by changing the particle size or morphology
of the material retaining its chemical composition, we can
obtain structures with dramatically different properties. This
property tuning by controlling the nanostructure ofmaterials
has proven to be very useful in specific applications.

2. Principles

A good example of the tuning of the electronic structure
of a material by modifying structural properties is CdS
nanoparticles. By controlling the size of these semiconduct-
ing nanoparticles in the range of 2–5 nm, band gap of the
material can be adjusted between 4.5 and 2.5 eV [4]. The
decreasing radius of the nanoparticles results in an increase
of the band gap width with a decrease of the valence band
maximum and an increase of the conductive bandminimum,
both contributing equally. This is very well displayed in the
fluorescence color of the colloid solution (Figure 1(a)). It is
normally considered that clusters of about 200 atoms have
already the same unit cell and bond lengths as bulk material,
but in the case of II–VI semiconductors, such as CdS, at
least 104 atoms are needed for the bulk behaviour to fully
develop [5].This is caused by a high ratio of the surface atoms
in particles of this size. Increased influence of the irregular
surface with high density of kinks, edges, and corners leads to
presence of surface states which can trap electrons and holes
and change optical and electronic properties of the material
considerably. Shifts of band positions with varying particle
size in optical absorption spectra of metallic nanoparticles
resemble those of semiconductor clusters (compare Figures
1(a) and 1(b)). The origin of the resonant absorption in this
case may, however, be quite different. Absorption due to
electron interband transitions often roleplay (with decreasing

size of a metal particle, band gap can be formed leading
to transition of the properties of the material from metal
to semiconductor or insulator), but the present delocalized
conduction electrons which can be excited collectively into
surface plasmons have also great influence on themechanism
of evolution and origin of certain absorption bands in the
spectra [6].

2.1. Surface Plasmons and Surface Plasmon Resonance Sensing
(SPR). We have already stated that decreasing the size of the
basic structural elements leads, among others, to changes of
optical response of a material. A great deal of these changes
is caused by increasing influence of certain electromagnetic
surface modes—coherent fluctuations of electron charges
on metal boundary called surface plasma oscillations or
plasmons. Excitation of surface plasmons takes place, when
the surface of the metal is exposed to incoming electrons or
photons. Plasmons are strongly bound to the incident surface
with their maximum intensity at the surface and disappear
quickly with increasing distance from the surface. Therefore
they are very sensitive to the surface properties. For photons
to excite plasmons in the smooth metal surface, application
of grating or attenuated total reflection (ATR) coupling
is necessary to accomplish the need for appropriate wave
vectors of the excited surface plasmon. On rough surfaces as
well as gratings of appropriate parameters, surface plasmons
can be reversely transformed into light. This light emission
can play an important role in characterizing the roughness of
the metal surface [7].

The propagation length of the surface plasmons in
the metal surface as well as in surrounding medium is
determined by their dissipation due to the internal and
radiation damping. Internal damping is caused by excitation
of electron-hole pairs at the Fermi level of the metal with
following deexcitation producing phonons and thus heating
the material (this process can be observed by photoacoustic
measurements) and emission of the photoelectrons. Radia-
tion damping consists in transformation of the evanescent
wave of the surface plasmon into a plane wave.This process is
characteristic of two-interface system such as theATRdevice.
The arrangement using ATR coupling to excite surface plas-
mons is nowadays well known and used in detection devices
that evaluate the dependence of the incidence angle at which
the surface plasmon resonance reaches its maximum (when
frequency of coupled photons matches the frequency of the
collective electron oscillations) on the medium surrounding
the thin metal film (Figure 2). SPR detection methods prove
to be very useful to study biological interactions in their
natural state (or as close as possible), as there is, compared
to standard methods of detection, no need for labeling.
Labels can affect interactions between the biomolecules, so
label-free techniques are preferred. However, there are also
problems with SPR sensors in comparison to other types of
detection devices (mainly immunoassays), because of not-
high-enough sensitivity of the SPR sensors and the necessity
to integrate them into a complicated optic system to excite
the surface plasmons, which hinders their application in
common laboratory arrangements. There is a number of
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Figure 2: Most widely used configurations of SPR sensors: (a) prism coupler-based SPR system (ATR method); (b) grating coupler-based
SPR system; (c) optical waveguide-based SPR system [8].

recent reviews particularly devoted to the field of SPR sensing
and biosensing [8, 16, 17].

2.2. Localized Plasmons and Surface-Enhanced Raman Spec-
troscopy (SERS). To eliminate the need for complicated
coupling optics, nanostructured layers of isolated islands can
be employed. In these structures, it is possible to excite surface
plasmons by simple usage of incoming radiation with no
need for ATR coupling or gratings, thanks to the naturally
corrugated surface of the metal layer. The nature of these
plasmons is a bit different from the plasmons observed on
smooth surfaces as they are not propagating, but localized
in the small area of confinement the nanostructure offers
them. Rough metal surface was simulated using interlayers
of CaF

2
of varying thicknesses, which provides surfaces of

well-defined properties [18, 19]. Decreased phase velocity of
surface plasmons calculated from this simulated interface is
a consequence of multiple scatterings on the rough surface
(scattering of the plasmon in new direction followed by
rescattering into the original direction of the plasmon leading
to reduction of the phase velocity at the preserved direction).
Damping of the surface plasmons is determined by light
emission into the air space. Experiments with monochro-
matic laser light at 1060 nm wavelength directed towards
roughmetal surfaces at 45∘ show that in the spectrum of scat-
tered light of reflected beam, the signal for second harmonic
of the incoming light (530 nm) is greatly amplified compared
to the reflection on smoothmetal surfaces [20].This is caused
by strong enhancement of the local electromagnetic field in
themetal in resonance with the incident radiation.This effect
has been used in development of the SERS method; it has
been confirmed that the enhancement of the Raman signal is
mainly due to an electromagnetic effect rather than chemical
interaction between the adsorbed molecule and the metal.
Since the discovery of this effect in 1970s, strongly enhanced
Raman signals were verified for many different molecules
attached to various rough metal surfaces (Figure 3). The esti-
mated enhancement factors of the Raman signal range from

modest factors of 103–105 to enhancement factors of about
1010–1011 for dye molecules in surface-enhanced resonance
Raman spectroscopy (SERRS) experiments. Although single-
molecule capabilities open up exciting perspectives for SERS
as a tool in laboratory medicine and for basic research in
biophysics, some of the experimental observations still create
some controversy and are not yet completely understood.
Together with the limitations attributed to the fact that the
targetmolecules have to be attached to SERS-active substrates
such as nanometer-sized silver or gold structures, it results in
SERS not being a widely spread sensing method yet. In spite
of these problems, this technique remains in focus of many
research groups [9, 21–23].

2.3. Metal Nanoparticles and the Theory of Mie. The prop-
erties of localized surface plasmons have been studied for a
long time, because the properties of nanostructured metal
surfaces on insulating substrates and metal nanoparticles
and colloid solutions are visibly influenced by the localized
surface plasmon resonance effects. Already in 1908 Mie
recognized that submicroscopical gold spheres differ in their
optical properties from gold in the form of atoms and that it
would be possible to study the optical absorption of colloid
solutions to investigate how gold particles are composed.
The theory Mie built upon the basis of Maxwell’s equations
is nowadays used to account for the frequency-dependent
response of spherical metal particles to an electric field.
According to this theory, the response is governed by real and
imaginary parts of the dielectric function. Band positions,
widths, and heights of plasmon oscillations, described in
this theory as standing waves, depend sensitively on the
dielectric function and on the particle radius [24]. Other
factors influencing the surface plasmons in metal clusters
are composition and shape [25]. Metal clusters with size
above a critical value (usually about 5 nm radius) exhibit red-
shift of the surface plasmon resonance. This shift increases
with increasing size of the particle. Very small particles lose
the metallic character, and their plasmons are suppressed.
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Figure 3: SERS-active colloidal silver particles in different aggregation stages, demonstrating the fractal nature of these structures together
with the appropriate extinction curves [9].

For example, the surface plasmon resonance wavelength of
gold nanospheres can be tuned over 60 nm range by varying
particle size between 10 and 100 nm [26]. This is extremely
useful for optimization of surface enhanced-effects thermal
treatments and also for maximization of the biosensing
response of the nanostructures.

The red-shift of the surface plasmon resonance peak
induced by a refractive index increase around metal nanos-
tructures is the basis of the simplest sensing application
of localized surface plasmons—the refractive index sensor.
Noble metal nanoparticles and nanoobjects of various shapes
immobilized on a smooth substrate surface are usually
used for this purpose. Because localized surface plasmon

resonance (LSPR) sensing is based on spectral peak shift,
the precision that can be achieved with respect to changes
in the refractive index depends on the sensitivity and the
peak line width. Larger nanostructures tend to have high
sensitivities, but their peaks are broadened by multipolar
excitations and radiative damping. The LSPR shift is not
strictly linear with the refractive index; therefore narrow
spectral range of visible frequencies is usually probed in
practice, where linearity of the LSPR shift with refractive
index can be approximated. While LSPR sensors can detect
changes in bulk refractive index, they are also capable of sens-
ing localized to nanoscale distances from the nanostructure,
because field enhancements due to LSPR decay rapidly with
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Figure 4: Photographs of the glass samples with gold structures
sputtered for increasing times. The as-sputtered (RT) and annealed
samples (300∘C) are shown [10].

distance from the nanoparticle surface due to strong damping
effects.This enables the observation ofmolecular interactions
in the imminent vicinity of the nanoparticle surface [3, 27].

Evolution of the character of the material frommolecular
properties to metallic behaviour has been studied on visible
range absorption spectra of clusters of sodium of differ-
ent size. The atomic/molecular spectra observed at single-
atom and 3-atom clusters change for 8-atom cluster in a
smooth spectrumwith a single absorption band, which shifts
with further increasing size of the clusters to the longer
wavelengths. Smooth thin films of sodium show monotonic
spectra with no bands typical for the curved metal surfaces
[28].

Besides the effect of the nanoparticle size, properties of
the metal clusters are strongly influenced by their shape and
structure as well. There has been a great deal of interest in
shapes of nanoparticles that have sharp features or tips, which
have been developed through both bottom-up and top-down
methods. These include mainly silver and gold nanocubes,
gold nanostars, silver nanotriangles, gold bipyramids and
gold nanocrescents. One effect of the sharp tips is to produce
a red-shift in the plasmon resonance, increasing the refractive
index sensitivity [29–37].

3. Thin Films and 2D Structures

A great basic example of dependence of optical properties of
thin metal films on their thickness and structure is the case
of Au nanolayers. Au is a good material for demonstration of
the processes that take place during nanostructuring because
of its great chemical stability. Švorč́ık et al. in [10] employed
various analytical methods to determine the structure, thick-
ness, morphology, and other properties of sputtered Au films.
Annealing of the sputtered films at temperatures as low as
300∘C leads to coalescence of the material and formation of
nanoisland-like structure, which can be attributed to decrease
of melting temperature of gold in the form of very thin film.
Thehigh surface energy between gold and glass substrate then
leads to formation of discontinuous structure of particles
spread quite evenly over the substrate surface, whose size
depends on the thickness of the deposited Au layer prior to
the annealing process.

The color of the continuous sputtered thin Au films
ranges from blue to green with increasing thickness turning
to the yellow color of the bulk gold for layers of thickness

above 30 nm. The discontinuous layers of Au prepared by
postdeposition annealing turn in color to the red shade
ranging from light pink of the thinnest layers to dark violet
for longer sputtering times (Figure 4). This effect is well
described from the comparison ofUV-Vis spectra and surface
morphology of the samples. As annealing of the Au film leads
to the formation of island-like structure (Figure 6), surface
plasmons in the material become localized, and SPR band
arises.While SPR band appears only for very short deposition
times for unannealed samples, annealed samples of sputtered
gold still show SPR band for layers of effective thickness
of about 35 nm. The SPR band of the annealed samples
diminishes then for the samples with thickness above 40 nm,
where the gold islands become too big to support localization
and excitation of surface plasmons (Figure 5). Thus by this
simple method based on the control of the Au film thickness
prior to annealing, the nanostructured materials with wide
variety of different optical absorption spectra in the visible
region are produced.

The ellipsometric measurements of the sputtered thin
Au films in [38] were used to determine refractive index
and to calculate dielectric function. The real part of the
dielectric function shows change from the shape typical for
semiconductors and insulators to that typical for metals with
increasing time of deposition. Annealing leads to occurrence
of this transition at much longer deposition times. This
measurement may raise some controversy about whether it
is possible to calculate optical band gap from the absorption
spectrum of the thin Au film. Tauc’s method of optical
band gap calculation has been used to calculate band gaps
in semiconducting materials [39]. According to the ellip-
sometric measurements, the thin Au island-like film may
possess semiconducting properties.The absorption spectrum
of these systems is, however, strongly influenced by the SPR
absorption band, which can make it difficult to apply this
method of band gap calculation.

A different approach for the formation of nanostructured
2D assemblies of noble metals is to bind a pre-prepared
colloid solution of nanoparticles to a beforehand treated
substrate. Glass as the usual go-to choice for the substrate
has a low affinity to noble metals. It is therefore necessary to
modify its surface to make it possible to bind nanoparticles
to it. For this purpose, silanization of the glass with various
organic substances is often employed. In [11] glass plates were
treated with aminopropyltrimethoxysilane and subsequently
treated with colloid solutions of Au. UV-Vis spectra in
this case showed strong dependence of the absorption on
the time of the sample treatment in the colloid solution
(Figure 7). Spectra with distinct SPR absorption bands
were obtained, which indicates a successful binding of the
nanoparticles. In [40] a similar method was used to compare
the effectiveness of surface modification of the glass sub-
strates by aminopropyltrimethoxysilane andmercaptopropy-
ltrimethoxysilane. Viability of Au nanoparticles prepared by
different methods (laser ablated, citrate and borohydride
reduced) was also studied. Notably, it was found that amino-
propyltrimethoxysilane is better for achieving silanization
of the glass than mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane, which is
in contradiction to the usually accepted opinion that there
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Figure 5:UV-Vis spectra of gold structures sputtered on glass before (RT) and after annealing (300∘C).Thenumbers of lines refer to sputtering
times in s [10].

is very strong interaction between noble metals and–SH
groups. This effect can be, however, influenced by the type
of used nanoparticle stabilization, because the nanoparticles
prepared by laser ablation without any stabilizing agents were
found to be unsuitable for the routine preparation of the
samples. The structures prepared in this way were tested
for their usability as a SERS substrate. Another example of
employment of silanized glass substrates is in [12]. Subse-
quent modification of the immobilized nanoparticles by self-
assembled monolayers of mercaptopropionic acid was used
to bind biotin and this structure was used as a detection
device for interrogation of interactions with fibrinogen. A
significant change in the absorption spectrummaximumwas
observed after the introduction of fibrinogen (Figure 8). A
different approach for employing self-assembled monolayers
for Au nanoparticle immobilization was studied in [41]. Flat
gold substrate surface was modified by 1,10-decanedithiol,
which formed structures with one–SH group bound to the
surface and the other prepared to bind the subsequently
introducedAu nanoparticle. A process of aggregation leading
to structure of multiple layers of nanoparticles bound to the
modified surface was observed.The obtained structures were
tested for SPR detection of bovine serum albumin.

Examples of possible applications of such structured
noble metal films are as was mentioned before in various
analytical methods (particularly SERS), but also an attractive
method to detect organic gases directly has been suggested in
[42], where the dependence of SPR band position and shape
on surrounding media refractive index has been employed
using polymer overlayer able to absorb organic vapours.
Shifts of SPR band have been also studied after direct
absorption of organic gases on structured Au and Ag surfaces

[43]. Another interesting example of possible application of
thin Au films is in enhancing of organic solar cells, where
both optical and electrical properties of the material are very
important [44].

4. Nanoparticles

The ability to attach noble metal nanoparticles to surfaces
may be very useful, especially if we realize that the prepared
island-like 2D structure retains the properties of the original
nanoparticle solution. If we were able to bind nanoparticles
of various shapes, sizes, structure, and composition to solid
surfaces without changing their character in the process, we
could profit from advantages of both the specific particles
and the 2D noble metal assembly. In this review, we will
only mention several of the interesting recent observations
concerning optical properties of noble metal nanoparticles,
because there are exhaustive recent reviews focusing just on
noblemetal nanoparticles preparation and properties [26, 45,
46].

Optical properties of metal nanoparticles are strongly
dependent on their shape. Many recent developments have
been made in regard to the control of the nanoparticle
growth. In [47] properties and possible applications of var-
ious shapes (spheres, cubes, rods, and wires) of Au and Ag
are discussed. Methods of preparation and shape control
of gold nanoparticles with interesting comparison of gold
nanoframes SPR absorption dependence on different solvents
can be found in [13].

Measurement of optical absorption of colloid solutions
may be used in the reverse sense as well—to determine
concentration, size, and distribution of nanoparticles in the
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Figure 6: AFM images of gold structures sputtered for 75, 200, and 400 s on glass substrate before (RT) and after annealing (300∘C). 𝑅
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colloid solution. Correlation of width of the SPR peak of Au
nanoparticles with their size and distribution was used to
determine properties of colloid solutions in [48]. Interesting
dependence of SPR absorption onmeasurement temperature
is discussed as well. In a more recent study, mean free path
correction was applied to classical Mie theory to characterize
solutions of Au nanoparticles of size in the range of 5 nm
to 100 nm. Equations as well as tables for particle size and
concentration determination were supported [49].

An attractive method of large-scale preparation of mon-
odisperse colloid solutions of very small Ag nanoparticles is
discussed in [50]. In the synthesis of ultra-small Ag nanopar-
ticles, oleylamine was used both as the reducing agent and

surfactant, and oleic acid as the cosurfactant and cosolvent.
Ag nanoparticles as small as 1.7 nm were synthesized by
controlling the growth by changing the heating rate. UV-
Vis spectra were measured for samples of solutions after
different times of the synthesis to evaluate the state of the
process (Figure 9). The measurements show an interesting
progress in the nature of the spectra. During the last 2min
of the reaction time, a strong peak at 430 nm appears and
grows rapidly, which is attributed to plasmonic scattering
of Ag nanoparticles. This means that nucleation and growth
took place in a very short period of time, less than 2min at
180∘C. In the controlled experiment, where oleic acid was
not added to the reaction mixture, it was observed that
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the nanoparticles were formed at temperatures much lower,
yielding only polydisperse silver particles. It seems that the
coordination of oleic acid rather than oleylamine stabilizes
the Ag monomers and enables burst of nucleation for the
formation of uniform ultra-small nanoparticles.

Another interestingmethod of Ag nanoparticles prepara-
tion uses chitosan as a reduction agent in a one-step prepa-
ration process to achieve a more environmentally friendly
procedure [51]. Nanoparticles prepared by similar two-step

process were studied in regard to their antibacterial activity
[14]. UV-Vis extinction spectra in this case document the
successful synthesis of silver nanoparticles (Figure 10). The
spectra exhibit four characteristic peaks corresponding to dif-
ferent modes of plasmon excitation. These bands correspond
to the formation of triangular Ag nanoplates.

Au nanoparticles are often used in biosensing applica-
tions. AuNPs are used as carriers for antibodies or other
active molecules; methods using aggregation of AuNPs are
based on shifts of the SPR absorption band with formation
of AuNP clusters; nanoparticles are used to enhance various
luminescence effects [52]. Recently, the specific ability of the
particles to enhance electrochemiluminescence of peroxy-
disulfate used in constructing of biosensor has been reported
[53].

5. Bimetallic Particles and Layers

We have already discussed how properties of materials
change, when size of their structural elements decreases to
nanoscopic scale without change of the composition of the
material itself. Material properties are affected in a desirable
way just by modification of basic structure features. This
process is similar to that in which we create mixes of different
compounds—by changing the ratio and distribution of the
used materials we can tune the properties of the resulting
structure. These two procedures can be combined, when
we use two different metals to form a nanostructure or
nanoparticle (Figure 11).

Bimetallic core-shell Au/Ag nanoparticles can be pre-
pared by two-step subsequent reduction of two metal salts
in solution or by electroless deposition of silver onto gold
nanoparticle cores. The formation of the bimetallic interface
was found to increase sensitivity of LSPR sensors based on
this structure [54]. Preparation of the core-shell nanoparticles
in the reverse order than in the previous work (Ag/Au
in this case) was accomplished by deposition of Au onto
previously prepared Ag cores. Significant color change from
yellow-amber to dark-amber to grey to grey-purple and
finally to purple was observed during the Au deposition
(Figure 12). Great attention was paid to the shift of the
SPR peak position of the forming particles in regard to the
amount of the Au introduced [55]. Absorption spectrum of
alloy nanoparticles prepared by laser irradiation of mixture
of colloidal solutions of Ag and Au nanoparticles (prepared
beforehand by laser ablation in liquid environment) was
found not to be a simple combination of the Au and Ag
colloid solution spectra (Figure 13). Also, the dependence of
the resulting spectra on the wavelength of the laser used for
the preparation of the alloyed nanoparticles was observed
[56]. A summary of preparation methods and means to
achieve monodisperse colloid solutions of Au/Ag bimetallic
nanoparticles was recently published [57].

An example of specific application of optical properties
of thin noble metal films is alloyed Pd hydrogen sensor. The
intensity of light reflected from thin Pd film was found to
be strongly dependent on the H

2
absorbed in the layer of

the sensor in SPR arrangement [58]. The Pd/Ni alloy was
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Figure 9: UV/Vis absorption spectra of Ag nanoparticles in various stages of preparation together with corresponding solution photographs.
Reaction heating rate was (a) 10∘C⋅min−1 and (b) 1∘C⋅min−1 [13].
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Figure 10: Normalized UV-Vis extinction spectra of silver nanopar-
ticles enveloped in chitosan synthesized at 35∘C with 16.5mM
trisodium citrate concentration (a) and with 4mM trisodium citrate
concentration (b) and at 0∘C (c), respectively. A reference sample
without chitosan at 0∘C is shown in (d).Thephotographs correspond
to silver colloids prepared at 35∘C (left) and 0∘C (right) [14].

Figure 11: Colloidal solutions of Ag, Au. and Ag-Au bimetallic
nanoparticles [15].

found to be far more suited than pure palladium for the
use in the sensor, owing to its greater mechanical strength
and resistance to poisoning by other chemical species. Later,
Au was introduced in the hydrogen sensing alloy, which can
prevent certain phase transitions in the Pd layer and lead to
better sensitivity of the resulting device [59].

6. Metal Structures Encapsulated in
Semiconductors and Dielectrics

The dependence of specific optical absorption of nanos-
tructured interfaces on the refractive index of surrounding
medium brought to attention a possibility to use certain
transparent solids to encapsulate the noble metal struc-
tures and improve their properties in this way. Therefore,
nanocomposite materials consisted of noble metal thin layer
structures encapsulated in semiconductors or dielectrics, or
nanoparticles dispersed in such medium were developed.
As with thin layers deposited on solid substrates, optical
absorption of these composite materials can be modified by
annealing. In this case, the annealing temperatures must be
quite higher to achieve similar results, because the structure
is stabilized by the surrounding solid [60].

The annealing temperature dependence of SPR peak in
the UV-Vis spectra was studied in the case of Au structures
encapsulated in TiO

2
(Figure 14). With increasing tempera-

ture of annealing, strong SPR peak of the nanostructured Au
arises.The changes in the absorbance spectra can be detected
already at 300∘C, also confirming the first crystallization
evidences through the Au clusters precipitation. Important
to emphasis is that the SPR activity starts to develop for
temperatures above 200∘C and becomes higher at higher
temperatures. When the samples were annealed between
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Figure 12: UV-Vis spectra for Ag andAg/Au particles prepared with
increasing Au content, as-synthesized Ag nanoparticles (A), 5% Au
(B), 15% Au (C), 25% Au (D) [55].

300 and 500∘C, the optical density increases, together with
a slight red-shift. The red-shift of the SPR peak can be
attributed to both increasing size of the Au clusters and
change in the value of theTiO

2
dielectric constant, as different

ratios of amorphous TiO
2
to anatase are stable at different

temperatures [61].
Enhancement of NiO and ZnO thin film gas sensing

by addition of Au nanoparticles into the structure was
observed. Au nanoparticles embedded into the films by sol-
gel method enabled the use of the structure as an optical
sensor for pollutant gases—hydrogen, CO, and NO

2
. The

enhancement of the electrical detection was observed as well
as improvement in dynamic characteristics of the sensor [62].
Another interesting structure for gas sensing was developed
using ZnO:Ga nanowire. Adsorbing Au nanoparticles into
the wire leads to increase of sensitivity of this sensor to CO
by the order of magnitude [63].

Au nanoparticles were dispersed in CoO thin film using
chemical solution approach combined with spin coating
method. Interesting trend of evolution of SPR peak position
was observed with increase of nanoparticle concentration
(Figure 15). The peaks exhibit a red-shift and intensify with
increasing Au content from 10 to 40mol%, but show a blue
shift and weaken from 40 to 60mol% [64]. An interesting
method of Au nanoparticles cultivation in borosilicate glasses
of different viscositieswas studied in [67].Theparticle growth
took place at 600∘C. In more viscous glasses very small
particles formed,with decreased viscosity, and larger particles
showing SPR band appeared. Optical absorption spectra
were used to calculate the size of formed nanoparticles and
documented great influence of the glass viscosity on the
kinetics of the Au nanoparticle formation process. Another
intriguing type of matrix for nanoparticle embedding is poly-
mers. Polytetrafluorethylene, poly(methylmethacrylate), and
polyamide 6 were used in [68] as matrices for Ag nan-
oclusters. Nanocomposite films were prepared by vapour
phase codeposition in high vacuum.The influence of various
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Figure 13: Photograph of mixture of colloidal solutions (a) of Au
and Ag particles. Initial mixture (left), after 2 hours (middle), and
after 4 hours (right) of exposure to Cu laser radiation. (b) Spectra
documenting formation of alloyed Au-Ag particles in acetone. Blue
and red lines are the absorption spectra of initial NPs of Ag and Au,
respectively. Dashed line is the absorption spectrum of the mixture
of individual colloidal solutions prior to laser exposure. The green
curve is the absorption spectrum of alloyed Au-AgNPs obtained by
laser exposure of the mixture [56].

matrices and Ag clusters concentration on transmission
spectrum of the material was tested.

Au and Ag particles embedded in various semiconduct-
ing or dielectric matrices can be used in construction of
nonlinear optic devices [69]. In regard to study of this
phenomenon, Au/Ag alloyed particles were prepared in the
SiO
2
matrix [70].

7. Influence of Substrate on the SPR

Since plasmons propagate through all substances surround-
ing the metal nanostructures where they are excited, besides
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Figure 15: Optical absorption spectra of Au:CoO thin films with
different contents of Au nanoparticles [64].

properties of overlayers or surrounding atmosphere, the
nature of the substrate onwhich ametal nanolayer is prepared
has a crucial effect on the optical properties of the resulting
material as well.The choice of a substrate can also have a great
influence on the morphology of the growing nanostructure.

The properties of Au thin films deposited on glass and on
SnO/In layer have been compared in [65].The suppression of
the SPR band of the nanostructured Au in the case of layers
prepared on the said semiconducting layer can be seen in
transmittance spectra (Figure 16).This effect can be explained
by shifts in the stages of the thin filmgrowth depending on the
substrate qualities as well as influence of the conductivity and

dielectric constant of the substrate on the plasmonic structure
of the material.

The effect of the ratio of refractive indexes of overlayer
and substrate was studied as well [66]. Nanostructured layers
of Au islands were prepared on substrates of glass, quartz,
and indium tin oxide (ITO) and subsequently coated with
overlayers of silicon oxide, silicon nitride, ITO, diamond, or
amorphous carbonated silicon. Postdeposition annealingwas
carried out to prepare island-like Au structure.The result was
dependent on the quality of substrate with islands being the
smallest (about 2 nm diameter) in the case of ITO and bigger
(4 nm) in the case of glass and quartz (Figure 17).

An interesting type of substrate was proposed in [71],
where pores of mesoporous SiO

2
were decorated by Au

nanoparticles. An absorption peak at lower wavelength
(around 470 nm), in addition to the Au SPR peak, induced
by ambient aging and subsequent drying at 120∘C was found.
This can be caused by evolution of the structure of Au
particles inside the pores.

Noble metals are well known to function as catalysts of
redox reactions in gas sensors. The film of the noble metal
has to be porous so that the detected gas could enter the
sensitive layer. If we were able to control the structure of the
noble metal catalyst film, we could increase the sensitivity of
the detector greatly, especially in the low-temperature regime.
One of the most studied oxidic semiconducting substrates
that enables redox chemical reactions is recently TiO

2
as

it enables various chemical reactions induced by visible
light. The Au/Ag nanostructures prepared on its surface
can significantly enhance its efficiency by tuning its band
gap and mediating the electron transfers. Catalysts based
on this principle can be used for degradation of polluting
compounds [72], in synthesis of organic substances [73], or
for generation of hydrogen for energetic purposes [74].

8. Conclusions

The classic assumption that the properties of a material
are fully determined by its composition can nowadays be
considered completely refuted with the rapid development
of the nanotechnology. We can see that the properties of the
material of the same composition can be altered in a wide
range of values by simply controlling its nanostructure. With
decreasing size of the structural elements of the material,
quantum effects take place as the energy levels of electrons
constituting the material are strongly influenced by the
confinement due to the size of a nanoparticle. Confinement
in such a way leads to strong intensification of collective
oscillations of electrons, known as plasmons, having great
effect on electrical and optical properties of the material.
The propagating nature of those plasmons means that these
properties can be affected by the media surrounding the
nanostructure. This effect is a great promise in sensing
applications. This also brings many more ways to tune the
materials properties, as we can choose different substrates
and overlayers for the metal layers, nanostructures, and
nanoparticles. Localized plasmons in island-like 2D struc-
tures and nanoparticles can be excited simply by incoming
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Figure 16: Spectral transmittance for Au films deposited on glass (a) and on SnO
2
:In (b) [65].
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Figure 17: Scanning electron microscopy images (a) of glass/Au, quartz/Au, and ITO/Au nanostructured interfaces formed through thermal
deposition of gold film and short high-temperature annealing. Corresponding UV/Vis extinction spectra are shown below (b). The lines in
the spectra represent Au nanostructures on glass (green), quartz (red), and ITO (blue) [66].

light and can produce great enhancement of electromagnetic
fields, which is studied in regard to improvement of the
Raman spectroscopy techniques.

The opportunity to tune properties of materials over a
large scale of values opens up brand new possibilities in the
applications of prepared structures. The nature of surface
plasmons predetermines noble metal nanostructures to be
great materials for development of modern label-free sensing

methods based on plasmon resonance—SPR and LSPR sens-
ing.The effect of electromagnetic field enhancement of local-
ized plasmons is thoroughly studied by groups specializing in
the development of SERS method. Increased reactiveness of
noblemetal nanoparticles has been found to be of great use in
classic methods of gas sensing. Nanostructured noble metals
even show great promises in improvement of organic solar
cells effectiveness.
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